January

Features:
- New Year's Resolutions
- Wings: Civil Air Patrol
- Monitoring Cuba: To and Fro
- Changing Partners (maritime frequencies)
- Korean Time Station HLA

Departments:
- Utility World: Maritime monitoring; US Coast Guard aircraft freqs
- Scanning: Scanning skills test: MT in prison?; listening to wired telephones; 1990 treasure hunt winners; Freqs: M View CA FD & PD, Notion AFB, Martin & St Luce Co. Fl, Edmonton Canada PD and MA; Royal Canadian Mounted Police

What's New:
- Midland voice activated intercom, Uniden BC556XL: Diamond wide freq antennas, radio rope
- Review: LF Experimental L-3201 preamplifier

Beginners:
- Mailing Overseas
- Fed File:
  - Nella AFB and Nevada/Utah desert area; SAC bonus plots; Landstuhl, Germany; Wisconsin fed freqs
- High Seas: Canadian Ice Advisory Service
- Ham Bands: Handicapped code; ham nets; jamboree; WARC reps
- RTTY: Cleaning out the shack; RTTY in Arabic

Satellites:
- DBS scramble; scanning SCPC, LN/UNB downconversion, big vs. little, cable vs. dish, new nets
- Bandscan: CFCB, Rainy Lake, Ontario
- Outer Limits:
  - Death of Comandante Devid; WWCR relays; Shameon Radio Hollow postcard; XERK shutdown below 500: lost and found beacon
- Magne tests: Realistic D330
- Scanner Equip: PRO2006 mods, esp. Lacom
- Demaw: Direct-Conversion Receivers
- Workshop:
  - Service manuals, adapting antennas, apartment antennas, improving receiver audio
- Antenna Topics: Fire! at Stapleton (CO) Airport

Departments:
- Utility World: Maritime monitoring; US Coast Guard aircraft freqs
- Scanning: Scanning skills test: MT in prison?; listening to wired telephones; 1990 treasure hunt winners; Freqs: M View CA FD & PD, Notion AFB, Martin & St Luce Co. Fl, Edmonton Canada PD and MA; Royal Canadian Mounted Police

What's New:
- Radio New Zealand T-Shirt: Free ham video from ICOM; J-Com Magic Notch audio filter, Midland wireless business
- Beginner's Guide to Soldering
- Fed File:
  - USAF Cloudcroft Observatory, Freqs: Richard-Gebauer AFB, milli-seconds, McCollin; AFB presets
- Plane Talk: Aerial terms AD; more VOLMET freqs; computer game
- Ham Bands: Handicapped wavers; hams in space; amateur radio growth
- RTTY: USIA and VOA RTTY; RTTY contest
- Satellites:
  - Weather satellites, Weather Satellite Handbook and other resources; AFRTS sat radio nets; NAVSTAR
- Bandscan: WSBS, Great Barrington, Mass.
- Outer Limits: Baghdad Benny and the VOA, Radio Caroline
- Below 500 KHz:
  - Loggings from Medina, Ohio; Fish net beacons; GHEN delay; new authorizations
- Magne Tests: Haverhill Rodent portable
- Scanner Equip: Uniden BC556XL (no cellular restoration directions)
- Demaw: Innovate and cut the cost of parts
- Workshop:
  - Cooling off your receiver; lifting your receiver; converter for transiced systems; more selective IF; more on expedition DXing; Error in Dec circuit
- Antenna Topics: Multiband SW antenna; Paperclip antenna
- Ask Bob: Tip: Full freq coverage on Magnetix 2599
- Closing Comments: Profit: The Bottom Line

MARCH

Features:
- War in the Middle East
- Drug War Monitoring (Part II)
- Cellular Phone Hopping
- Man: The Human Receiver
- Radio Japan's Rika Kobayashi

Departments:
- Utility World: FAX, weather FAX freqs; Corps of Engineers; new SAC channel

Scanning Report:
- The abated NBC interview; Scanning test response; COMNET; Ultraphone; Freqs: Montgomery, R Wayne IN, McHenry IL, Denver CO, Green Bay WI
- What's New?
  - Electron Processing Multifire-4 SW antenna; Panasonic handheld marine radio; Midland 27 MHz walkie talkie; European DX Council meeting
- Review: Ace Spectrum Analyzer/Logger for the AR9000

Beginners: Guide to Batteries
- Federal File: Desert Storm freqs
- High Seas: Pehoe 2 MHz, freqs: YHF Ch. 13
- Books: The Great Lakes Red Book, Greenwood's and Hills Lake Books 60, Know Your Ship; SeaWay issue
- American Bandscan: KAYN Nogales, AZ
- Sat TV: Changes coming up in 1991; HDTV SuperNTSC testing
- RTTY: Computer-decoded DSB
- Magne: Grundig Cosmosport worldband radio/cassette recorder
- Scanner Equip: Pros and cons of preamps; Grove preamps and ICD Communications
- Demaw: Broadcast amplifier
- Exp Workshop: Ten-Tec Argonaut modifications
- Antennas: Easy antennas
- Closing Comments: Easyadropping

APRIL

Features:
- Crackdown by the FCC
- 49 Meters at 0100

The Legendary CKLW
- Tuning in the Trains
- Voice of America's Delano Relay

Scanning in Scandinavia

Departments:
- Utility World: Maritime bands, Mystic Star, NASA Cape Radio

Scanning Report:
- 800MHz monitoring: Treasure Hunt; Scanning Test; New Computer Corner; Photo radar picture; Freqs: McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Sunnyvale, CA Moffett Field, Burgen County, NJ
- What's New?
  - Unique Frequency Counter/Tuner
  - Books: Book of Inside Information, More Railroad Frequencies, Satellite Experimenters

Beginners: Nonradio Accessories
- Federal File: White Sands Military Testing Range, Naval Base San Diego freq
JUNE

Features:
Radio Norway International
Inside Look at Looking Glass
All-Continental QRP Game
DX-440 Tips
My Shortwave Radio Phase

Departments:
Utility World:
Maritime freqs from England and Ireland; maritime update; Doppler VLF antenna program

Scanning Report:
Frequency Counters; Freqs: Kalamazoo MI, Wichita KS, LA area convention centers; Sunnyside CA TV stations; Tests winners and updates; Harrisburg police; Cellular phone illegal computer shop; monitoring cordless mics

What's New:
Next: Air Navigation (Norm Latsche) surplus ground plane antenna base and SW receiver multicable
Beginner's: Summer Dial Spinning

July

Features:
The Hamfest Junkie
Radio Cook Islands
Communications Eavesdropping
Things That Go Beep in the Night
One Man's Opinion

Departments:
Utility World: Coast Guard freqs

Scanning:
Scanning the weather; Scanning Test
Computer Corner; Assisting with a scanner.
OCTOBER

Features:
- At the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta
- Shortwave's Hottest Frequencies
- Scanner Action at the Football Stadium
- Tuning up the Omni on Shortwave
- Duty Calls

Departments:
- Utility World: Soviet Union monitoring
- Scanning: Monitoring on Halloween, cloud formation update, fogball scanning.
- What's New?:
  - Radio Shack PRO-41; ICOM 25-050 MHz
  - Handshakes; Digital Scrambler stinger; Opto-electronics 2610 Freq Counter DEX017 Bug Detector; 500 MHz Cordless Phone Headset Books; VRAM audio log; California Hwy Patrolman; Radio Magazine; New Hampshire Scanner Guide; NVU Catalog; DX Radio Supply Catalog; DX Diploma; Radio Collection; Reflections-Antenna Book

Beginners: Getting Warranty Service
Fed File: Soviet Space Frequencies; Aerospace Valley

Ask Bob Tips:
- Test mode for the NMR-553

November

Features:
- Baltic Voices of Independence
- Sneak Peak at a New Stealth Aircraft
- HCB: A Celebration of Beginnings
- Northern Patrol
- MT Convention: Wish You Were There

Departments:
- Utility World: Airline Communications; LORAN Beacons; New German Marine Frequencies
- Scanning:
  - Active Scanning. Freqs: Yukon Territory; Brooklyn, NY; Hilton Head, SC; Broward County, FL; Harrison County, WV.
  - What's New?:
    - PowerStar 200 Inverter; Opto-electronics 2000 Frequency Counter; Iqoza Electronics 455 kHz Filter; Radio Shack CT-302 Cellular Phone; Antenna: Specialists APD-853 Antenna; Philips ECG Multimeters
    - Books: 1992 Passport; SAC Handbook; Buyer's

December

Features:
- Vatican Radio
- Flying High: VHF/UHF Aero Monitoring
- My First Shortwave
- Starting a Local Radio Monitoring Club
- 1991 Monitoring Times Index

Departments:
- Utility World:
  - UTE top ten frequencies; Australia Marine freqs; USSR naval/marine freqs
- Scanning:
  - Train frequencies

Ask Bob Tips:
- Test mode for the NMR-553
- Memory backup on the AR-10000